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Credentials
 

● 2-GOLD, 1-BRONZE in INTER-IIT’14 with a  NEW MEET RECORD in high jump 
● 2-GOLD, 1-SILVER in  INTER-IIT’13 with a NEW MEET RECORD in high jump 
● 1- GOLD in INTER-IIT’12 

● Awarded BEST ATHLETE in  UDGHOSH’14 

● 2-GOLD, 1-BRONZE in UDGHOSH’11 

● 3-GOLD in UDGHOSH’12 

● 1-SILVER in UDGHOSH’13 

● 3-GOLD, 1-SILVER in UDGHOSH’14 

Other Achievements and Positions 

● Institute Silver Medal in 2014 for breaking INTER-IIT RECORD 
● Awarded Best Incoming Sportsperson - 2012 
● Overall coordinator for JOSH’15 
● Coordinator of Athletics in  UDGHOSH’14 
● Coordinator of Marathon and Duathlon in UDGHOSH’13 and ’14 
● Fresher’s Inferno 2013 Hall Captain 
● Conducted Mashal & Tour de Force in 2014 

 

 

Mission and Vision
 

Sports for the masses 
Sports are an integral part of a healthy life. A person who regularly indulges in sports                

activities is known to be healthier than the ones who don’t. Since a majority of us would be                  

pursuing a hectic life after graduating, it’ll do us good if we learn to incorporate a sporting                 

activity in our daily schedule from now itself. For this, the sports culture of the campus                

needs upliftment. We need to create an environment where everybody gets an opportunity             

to pursue their field of interest in sports. 

My vision is to integrate sports into the common junta’s lives, making them actively involved               

in some activity or the other, so that they benefit from the values and traits a sporting                 

activity inculcates in a person- be it teamwork, fitness and even understanding the value of               

time 



 

Council Structure
 

Plans and Initiatives
 

Infrastructure 
Shooting Range 

IIT Kanpur has been repeatedly showing their immense talent at shooting events for many              

years. We have national-level players in our midst who have recently bagged a silver medal               

in the UP State meet. It’s time we establish the sport at the institute level for which a                  

shooting range facility is crucial. A proposal for its construction has already been put              

forward and I shall try to ensure that it is implemented; in addition to making provisions for                 

the institute team to participate in Inter University events. 

 

Shade in Football and Hockey ground 

Everyone loves a good ball game. Catering to the needs of the spectators and the players,                

I’d propose for the construction of a shade between the Football and the Hockey field. 

 



 

Extension of New sports complex timings 

Since the number of sports enthusiasts are increasing, I’d re-extend the timings of             

indoor sporting complexes so as to make it accessible to more people 

Hall of Fame 

● I’ll put forward the Idea of having a hall of fame dedicated to the Sports Legends                

of the Institute and the INTER IIT contingent 

● It would capture the memorable moments of these players and the contingent            

as a whole and would inspire the sporting community to a higher levels of glory 

Clubs and Workshops
 

Workshops 

I’ll propose several workshops:- 

● Archery  

● Coaching Camp and Workshop for Pool and Billiards 

● Bowling 

in addition to these horse riding and golf workshops would also be continued 

Skating club 

● We have a large community of skaters in the institute and I wish their talents can                

be showcased at a larger scale, for this I would push the present proposal of               

introducing it in Inter IIT. This would also further develop skating culture in the              

campus  

● With the amount of interest in skating increasing, there is a need to continue              

with Skate-a-thon. Apart from this, workshops would be held so as to promote             

the sport 

Adventure Club 

● I will try to increase the number of trekking trips organized for the common              

janta so that they can experience the thrill of the adventure trips 

● I’ll increase the amount of available equipment in the adventure club, so that             

they can accommodate even more people 

● I will try to renew Wall climbing equipments to ensure proper safety of the              

campus junta 

 

 



 

First aid techniques for PE students 

Although many won’t realize it, given the comfortable surroundings and ample           

availability of resources, learning first aid techniques can come handy at times. So I’d              

propose a few sessions of PE to be utilized for training the students in first aid                

techniques. 

Initiatives
 

Token system for Pool and Swimming pool 

Right now, we have a card-based system where people are given a card with which               

they can avail the services of 15 slots 

● Since many-a-times, people are not able to make full use of the card, I’d propose               

a Token system in addition to the current system, which would be for one time               

use so that those who wish to play just once or want to give the game a shot get                   

a chance as well  

CPA 2nd Semester Trials 

Many 1st year students wish to change their CPA after a semester to something              

they’re better at. So I’d propose a system where students can give trials for other               

sports for the 2nd time and if they’re found to be good, would be allowed to change                 

their CPA. 

Full time gym Instructor 

Although the institute gyms have a gym instructor, she’s not available throughout            

the gym operating times, which makes it risky for gym enthusiasts, who try new              

workouts without heeding the requirements of their body. Hence I’d put forward a             

proposal for a gym instructor who’d be available all the time and those who avail               

the gym’s facilities will be under the instructor. 

PG sports awards 

The level of participation of PG students in different sporting events is significantly             

low. To promote PG student enrollment in different teams, a proposal for a “Best PG               

Sportsperson” would be put forward as an incentive for them to take part 

Introducing Squash and Football CPA for girls 

● Squash and football are very adrenaline pumping sports 

● Josh and fresher’s Inferno saw a very enthusiastic response for squash and            

football from the girls 

● IIT Kanpur has very good facilities for these sports which can be utilized for              

opening another sport for girls 



 

Sports Calendar 

Like the academic calendar, the need for a sports calendar is also seen, where all the                

events- from hall level to institute level will be set after being thoroughly discussed              

with the hall HECs so that the students are well informed about all the events that’ll                

occur throughout the academic year. This will also be managed along with other             

activities of the institute. 

HEC inferno awards 

Winning hall’s sports HEC would be recognized for their efforts in bringing the hall’s              

sports to such a good level and would be awarded with a certificate during the               

felicitation ceremony. 

Events
 

Inferno 

● Freshers’ inferno would also include informal events exclusively for the freshers 

● I would add new and interesting events like kho-kho and handball 

● I’d ensure presence of the respective coaches during the final matches for            

possible talent scouting 

● Inferno always sees a massive turnout. I’ll continue with the current format 

● The winners would be rewarded with certificates and medals. 

Josh 

This year Josh saw a lot of success and the winners even got certificates and               

goodies- a feat that couldn’t be achieved in the last few years. Everyone thoroughly              

enjoyed the events, which ranged from wall climbing to sack races 

● Saturday Masti- an idea that was introduced this year received quite a positive             

response, will be continued 

● To increase the level of faculty participation, the position of a student-faculty            

coordinator would be proposed 

● I’ll shift Josh to the second week of the semester to further increase             

participation 

One week one sport 

It was launched as a platform where students could try out different sports I will               

ensure more participation through efficient publicity.  

This is presently in function and its smoother conduction will be ensured. 



 

Triathlon 

For the past few years, we’ve been conducting duathlons successfully. I’ll put            

forward the proposal for a triathlon- for boys and girls. I’ll try to involve faculty               

members as well. Students and faculty would be awarded separately 

Aquatics & Athletics Day 

Aquatics and Athletics play a major role in deciding the final GC winners in Inter IIT-                

20 points each. Hence these sports need to be exposed to more of the campus junta-                

a day or two would be taken to dedicate to athletics, where different events open               

to the students would be conducted so as to scourge new talent 

It would also make students realize that these sports are not just pure sweat and               

hard work but fun as well. 

Aquatics day will be continued forward with its present format and name            

‘Aquabuddies’ . 

GH matches- ‘Urja’ 

Since most of the festivals witness less turnout of girls, I’d conduct hall level              

matches amongst the girls in the GH premises itself- which would encourage more             

participation; an important step in increasing the involvement of girls in sports. 

Revival of PG sports festival ‘Impulse’ 

A inter hall fest would be organized for PG students which would help in discovering               

new talent. It would help the PGs, who have hectic schedules, indulge in sports              

activities 

Also, freshers would get a chance to interact with their seniors 

Institute Leagues and Tournaments 

Since the league's (IFL) and tournaments (Pool and Carrom) saw a high success rate,              

I will ensure that these are continued and conducted in a successful way. 

Institute Phatta League 

Phatta has become a loved game in the campus. Since Josh became very difficult to               

handle with Phatta as an event, it would be held as a separate event 

● It will be organised in the even semester and all the semi-finals and finals would               

be conducted in the main ground cricket field 

Chess, Card and Board Championship 

● I’ll propose an open championship for chess and cardboard games 

● Matches would be conducted in all halls 

● Top players from each hall would compete at inter-hall level 

● The final winner would be awarded a medal 



 

FIFA tournament 

Currently the events are only hall level competitions. 

Top 10 players would be ranked and awarded with prizes and the title of ‘Institute               

FIFA champion’. I’d ensure the smooth conduction of this already proposed event. 

Online Portal and Use of Social Networking
 

Sports News Letter  

● Everyone likes being applauded for their efforts, athletes are no exception 

● I’ll put forward a proposal for a newsletter which would come out at the time of                

sports festivals updating the regular Junta with all the results and highlights of             

cliff-hanger matches and also throw light upon the emerging star players 

● At other times it could be taken out as a monthly, integrating initiatives like              

‘Player of the Month’ which was started recently 

● Clubs too can nominate a member who has contributed significantly to the club             

and give his/her name along with his work for newsletter 

● It would include articles that are currently only posted on the council website 

● We’d also make the newsletter available online on the council website 

Council Website 

● Currently the website is well-developed but is not that popular among the            

campus junta. We only get to see a few articles 

● I’d like to make the website more active by adding more features like ‘Player of               

the Month’ and integrating the proposed features like ‘Sports Calendar’,          

previous years’ records and articles by sportspersons 

● The domain would be shifted to the iitk server 

Feedback System 

● Presently the campus online sports feedback is very inactive 

● I’d take the initiative of bringing it into frequent use by constantly taking             

feedback via the portal by posting its link on the council facebook page 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Inter IIT
 

Our goal for this year’s Inter IIT is winning the GC for a 3rd time and also winning the girls’                    

GC this year. Our contingent has been showing their immense talent for the past 2 years and                 

have defended their position as the Champions. All the time spent practicing vigorously             

while also balancing academics has paid off. 

It’s time to prove that IIT Kanpur’s victory wasn’t just a flash in the pan, to prove that all the                    

hard work put in by the teams will help us realize the aim of a hat trick, which would bring                    

the GC home permanently. 

This won’t only require us to practice harder- given the other IITs would be preparing as                

well, but also maintain the enthusiasm and energy with which the contingent stormed the              

Bombay grounds and left everyone amazed. 

My aim would be to incorporate the whole institute- even the non-participating students             

and the faculty, to join forces in leading the contingent to a glorious hat trick. I want                 

everyone to feel the energy as we give competition to our opponents and feel the glory of                 

winning the Grand Championship. 

GC Hattrick 

The prime goal for IIT Kanpur is definitely to win the men’s overall GC for the third                 

time and also bag the women’s overall GC. 

Sport Scholarship 

A proposal to increase the sports scholarship, which barely covers our needs would             

be put forward to give support to the achievers in the field of sports. Presently it is                 

Rs. 4500/- p.a. and is awarded to 30 people. 

Captain’s Honour Board 

● Captains play a crucial role in maintaining the team spirit 

● Each sports venue would have a board which would list all the previous years’              

captains 

It is already proposed and i’d ensure its execution. 

Summer camp 

In comparison to the ordinary days the physical load on the students (who are part               

of the summer camp) is quite high. The soaring temperatures make matters worse 

It’s important to have a proper diet at this time. Hence I’ll ensure that the mess that                 

caters to the summer camp students is of good quality 

● I will try to increase the bar for the number of stay permissions in summer camp 

● Certificate of merit and appreciation awards will be given to the all-rounders in             

the summer camp 



 

Contingent Interaction 

Since odd semesters involve lot of practice for the inter IITs, the even semesters can               

be utilized to help the contingent interact amongst each other by hosting third sport              

matches among the teams. 

Sports Record Book 

● Along with winning the GC, we’ve also managed to smash several records and             

perform brilliantly in several sports 

● So I’ll put forward the proposal of making a “Record Book” which would capture              

the memorable moments of the past year’s Inter IITs 

● It would contain the past records we’ve broken and the name of the team              

members which brought glory to the institute 

Inter-IIT 2016 Fund 

● Since we’d be having the Inter-IIT in IIT Kanpur in 2016, collecting funds for              

giving the various grounds (along with the whole campus) a facelift is important             

as it’s a time-taking process 

● I propose to take the initiative of approaching alumni to contribute for the same              

so as to see Kanpur amaze the participants in all ways possible 

● Once the meet is over, these facilities would be open to the whole campus,              

who’d enjoy these world-class facilities  

● A striking example is the New SAC, which was created in 2009 for the Inter IIT                

meet and now is open to all  

 


